Expected 3rd Grade Learning Results

Cair Paravel Latin School
Language Arts
-Demonstrate mastery of proper cursive formation of upper/lower case letters
-Identify all eights parts of speech using various texts
-Classify the pattern 1 & 2 sentences using the question and answer flow
-Distinguish between common and proper nouns, and singular and plural nouns
-Knows and is able to use 3rd grade level contractions, synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms

-Identify correct subject/verb agreement
-Identify 28 spelling words, 3 vocabulary words, and write 3 sentences weekly
-Identify the four types of sentences (declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory)

-Recite and recall all 49 prepositions
-Identify and give examples of subject, possessive, and object pronouns
-Demonstrate understanding of capitalization and punctuation rules
-Demonstrate use of a dictionary, thesaurus, encyclopedia, and other basic research materials

-Demonstrate knowledge of a friendly letter and envelope
-Identify and demonstrate understanding of fragments, simple sentences (and compound
parts), and run-on sentences
-Improvement in oral fluency and reading comprehension
-Ability to put events of a story in the correct sequence
-Use editing marks to proofread their own and others’ written work
-Completes various spelling assignments/lessons for academic excellence
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Mathematics
-Master (100%) basic addition and subtraction facts (1-12s)
-Master (90%) multiplication and division facts (1-12s)
-Understand place value up to hundred thousands place
-Measure to nearest inch, ½ inch, ¼ inch, centimeter, meter, kilometer, liter, and milliliter
-Solve written story problems involving multiple steps
-Knows value of money, can count change, and add/subtract money
-Able to tell time to the hour, half-hour, quarter hour, and minute
-Recognize and use customary measurement in weight, capacity, length, and temperature
-Add and subtract numbers up to the thousands place with regrouping
-Can record data in charts, tables, line plots, bar graphs, and coordinate graphs
-Understand lines, angles, patterns, perimeter, and area
-Understand how to round numbers to the nearest ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands
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Bible
-Become familiar with the chronology of Biblical history including events, themes, people,
and places during the time period of c. 1389-586 B.C. which covers the time of the judges
through the Babylonian conquest
-Observe God’s faithfulness during Israel’s cycle of obedience and disobedience
-Memorize scripture weekly

Literature/Poetry
-As a class, complete four novels, building vocabulary and developing an understanding of
the parts of a book: i.e. table of contents, plot, character list, summary
-Read passage orally with fluency and expression
-Demonstrate comprehension of material read by paraphrasing, ordering of events,
answering factual, interpretive and evaluative questions, and retelling
-Meet quarterly requirement of approved CPLS reading list books
-Read a minimum of twenty minutes per day, four days a week outside of class
-Develop an appreciation of different types of poems, verses, and poets
-Teach students effective techniques for memorizing poetry
-Memorize two poems per quarter which student will recite before the class using proper
posture, expression, and voice projection
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History
-Identify significant historical characters in ancient Greco-Roman times and their
importance
-Explain the importance of a significant historical date or event to the history of ancient
Greece or Rome
-Identify the ten main god and goddesses using their Greek and Roman names
-Retell many of the Greek myths studied
-Describe basic lifestyles of people during major period of Greco-Roman history (i.e. dress,
technology, vocations, housing, etc.)
-Review/learn basic geography terms and map locations of Mediterranean countries and
the locations and abbreviations of the 50 States

Science
Year Long Unit: Astronomy
Scientific Inquiry
-Use a nature journal for drawing and describing objects of the sky
Earth & Space Science
-Identify stars, constellations, and members of our solar system
Technology
-Become familiar with and use tools to observe the heavens
History & Nature of Science
-Learn about great scientists and their discoveries as well as related Greek myths

